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THE ZERO, POLE AND ORDER OF MEROMORPHIC

SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

WITH MEROMORPHIC COEFFICIENTS*

ZONG-XUAN CHEN

Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the complex oscillation of non-homogeneous
linear differential equations with meromorphic coefficients under substracting
the condition that all solutions of differential equation are meromorphic
functions.

1. Introduction and results

Consider non-homogeneous linear differential equations of the form

(1.1)

where bk-3 (/=!, •••, k) are rational functions, H(z) is a meromorphic function.
Z.-X. Chen and S.-A. Gao proved in [3],

THEOREM A. Let bk-3 (/=!, •••, k) be rational functions having a pole at
oo of order nk-j^Q, k^l, H(z) be a meromorphic function, σ(H)=β satisfying

(1.2)

// all solutions f of the differential equation (1.1) are meromorphic functions,
then

(a) σ(f)=β.
- (b) λ(l/f)=λ(l/H\ I(l//)=ί(l/#). If λ(H)>λ(l/H), then λ(f)^λ(H).

(c) // β>msix{λ(H\ λ(l/H)}, then all solutions of (1.1) satisfy 2(f)=λ(f)=
ff(f)=β, except at most a possible one. The possible exceptional one fQ satisfies
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THEOREM B. Let bk-j 0—1, •••, k) be rational functions having a pole at
oo of order n^^O, k^l, H(z)^Q be a meromorphic function satisfying o(H)—
β^l+maxis^fe n k - j / j . If all solutions f of (1.1) are meromorphic functions,
then

(a) j8^σ(/)^l+maxι^s* nk-j/j.
(b) λ(l/f)=λ(l/H), 2(l//)=2(l//ί). // λ(H)>λ(l/H) then
(c) // *(/)>£ ίΛen 2(/)=Jί(/)=*(/).

In this paper, we use the same notations as in [1], i.e. λ(f) and 2(/) to
denote respectively the exponents of convergence of the zero-sequence and the
sequence of distinct zeros of f(z), λ(l/f) and 2(1//) to denote respectively the
exponents of convergence of the pole-sequence and the sequence of distinct
poles of a meromorphic function /O), σ(f) to denote the order of growth of
f(z). And we use the standard notations of the Nevanlinna theory (e.g. see [5]).

By a fundamental theory of the differential equation with complex coeffi-
cients, we know that all solutions of linear differential equation with entire
coefficients are entire functions. But a solution of linear differential equation
with meromorphic coefficients is not always a meromorphic function. For
example, /ι=exp{l/z} +ez and /2— e* are all solutions of the equation

but /i is not a meromorphic function. Therefore in Theorems A and B, the
condition that all solutions of (1.1) are meromorphic functions is very rigorous.
In this paper, we will substract this condition in Theorems A and B to generalize
Theorems A and B.

We will prove the following theorems.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that bk-3 (/=!, •••, k) are rational functions having a
pole at oo of order nk-jl^Q, kl^l, H(z) is a meromorphic function, σ(H)—β
satisfying (1.2). // (1.1) has a meromorphic solution /, then

(a) σ(f)=β.
(b) λ(l/f)=λ(l/H), λ(l/f)=λ(l/H). If λ(H)>λ(l/H\ then λ(f)^λ(H).
(c) // β>max{λ(H), λ(l/H)}, then all meromorphic solutions of (I. I) satisfy

)=r^(/)=ff(/)=j3, except at most one /0 satisfying λ(f0)<β.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that bk-3 0—1, •••, b) are rational functions having a
pole at oo of order nk-j^Q, k^l, H(z)^Q is a meromorphic function satisfying

β^l+maxιsjsknk-j/J If (1.1) has a meromorphic solution /, then
(a) j8^<j(/)^l+max ιs^jk n h - j / j .
(b) λ(l/f)=λ(l/H\ *(l//)=2(l/ff). // λ(H)>λ(l/H\ then
(c) // σ ( f ) > β , then 2(/)=Jl(/)=cj(/).

Example having an exceptional solution in Theorem l(c).
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The equation

satisfies the additional hypothesis of Theorem 1 (c). And the equation has
exceptional solution f0—(l/cosz)e*2, where <7(/0)=2, Λ(l//0)=l, Λ(/0)=0<ff(/o)

2. Lemmas and preliminaries

THEOREM C (Borel, see Theorem 5.13 in [7] or 2.6.18. Lemma in [2, P. 21]).
Suppose that Q(z) is canonical product formed with {zn; n—l, 2, •••} (2n=£θ) and
Λ(ρ)=β<oo. Set On—{z: \z—zn\<\zn\~a}. (a(>β) is a constant) then for any
given ε>0,

holds for

THEOREM D (See [6, P. 19] or 2.3.6* in [2, P. 13]). Suppose that w(z) is a
finite order entire function, μ(r) is the maximum term of the power series of
w(z), then

lim logM(r, w)/log μ(r)—l .
r-»oo

LEMMA 1. Suppose that H(z) is a meromorphic function, σ(H)=β<oo, then
for any given ε>0, there is a set £Ίc(l, oo) that has finite linear measure and
finite logarithmic measure, such that

holds for \z\=r£[Q, l]W£ι, r-»co.

Proof. If H has only finitely many poles, then Lemma 1 holds obviously.
Now assume that H(z) has infinitely many poles. Set H(z)=h(z)/[z*ι Q(z)],
where kλ is nonnegative integer, h(z) is an entire function, Q(z) is the canonical
product formed with the nonzero poles [z3 : /=!, 2, ••• \Zj\—r3, 0<r1^r2^ }
of H(z\ hence σ(h)<σ(H)=β, σ(Q)=λ(Q}<β.

For any given ε>0, set O,= {z : \z-Zj\ ^(β+ε/2>} (/=!, 2, -} and O =
UT-iO,. Set

Since

(2.1)
J = l

we know that linear measure of Elf mEl=2d<<χ>. For z\—r^El\J[j^, 1], we
have from Theorem C
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Hence

holds for |z|=r££αU[0, 1], r^oo.
Now we prove the logarithmic measure of Eίf ImE^oo. From

and for sufficiently large r^

we have Im£ι<cχ5 by (2.1).

LEMMA 2. Suppose that g(z) is a transcendental entire function, σ(g)—a<
then there is a set £2C(1, oo) that has infinite logarithmic measure such that

where vg(r) denotes the centralindex of g(z).

Proof. By σ(g}—a, there exists {rn} (rn-+oo), such that

(2.2) l imloglogM(rn^W
rn-~ log rn

Setting ^8c(l, +°°), ^2 has the following properties: (a) If the sequence {rn}
satisfies (2.2), then {rn}c£2 (b) If a sequence {rn}c£2 (rn -*<»), then (2.2)
holds for {rn}. Now we affirm that logarithmic measure of E2, ImEa^00- In
fact, if 1m E2— d<°o, then from the definition of E2, we have

(2.3) M w* 7*^''*'-=ttl<α.
re(ί ~T-£ g T

Now for a given {r5»}C(l, oo), r^-*00, there exists a point r'ήejVί, (δ+l)rή] —J
From

log log Af(rg, g) log logM(rή, ^) __ log logM(r$,, g)

we have

log ri r'n->oo log ri+log(3-fi)

< ΠE log logM(r/^ ̂
"V^oo log r^
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< jT^ loglogM(r, g)
= r-»oo log r

red, +00)^2 &

Since {r'n} is arbitrary, we have a^a^ This is a contradiction, hence 1m E2— oo.
By σ(g)=a<°° and Theorem D, we have

(2.4) )

r— logμ(r)

where μ(r) is the maximum term of the power series of g(z), μ(r}— \ aVs}(r)\rvs(r)

By (2.4), for sufficiently large r,

logM(r, g)<2\Qgμ
From

log log Af(r, g) < log ι;,(r) log+ log+ 1 aVg\ +21og 2+log log r
logr = logr logr

we have
g) = Um

logr

re£2 re(0,oo)

i.e.

-
log r

-- a.

LEMMA 3. Suppose that g(z) is an entire function with σ(g)=oo, then there
is a set E2C(1, °°) that has infinite logarithmic measure such that

(2.5) Ii

Proof. Using the same proof as in the upper half part of Lemma 2, we
can prove Lemma 3.

LEMMA 4 (see [4]). Suppose that u(z) is a meromorphic function with σ(u)
= /3<oo, ε>0 is a given constant. Then there exists a set £3C(1, oo) that has
finite logarithmic measure, such that

7/U)(V^ -y?
hold for all z satisfying \z\=rφ[Q, 1]UE8.

LEMMA 5. Suppose that u(z) is a meromorphic function with σ(u)=β<oo,
(m is integer}, ε>0 is a given constant. Then there exists a set £8C(1, oo) that
has finite logarithmic measure, such that for all z satisfying \z\=r£[Q,
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we have

(2.7) |w(z) (ίrY*))(m>|^rwtf-1+e>.

Proof. First we use the mathematical induction to prove

where #(/r..jm> is a constant, Ί, •••, ym satisfy l /ι+2 /2+ ••• +m'jm=m. For
m=l, (2.8) holds obviously. For m, assume that (2.8) holds. So, we have for
m+1,

l \ ( m + D Γ / l \ < m Π ' Γ 1 / W ' V I /tt ( m ) Vail'

=LW J n ̂ &Λ' -' A-ϊΓ) -(—) J

( m ) m 1

r ™ Γ . / w r Vι+γw"

tSr;-(ιr) vv
i

Jr
where the indexs satisfy l OΊ+l)+2 /2+ ••• 4 m ;m=m+l, or 1-71+ ••• +
d (/d-l)+(ύί+l) (yd+1+l)+ - +m ym=m+l. Therefore (2.8) holds.

Now by (2.8) and Lemma 4, it is easy to see that Lemma 5 holds.

LEMMA 6. Suppose that b0, •••, bk-ι, H^O are meromorphic functions, σ(H)
=β<oo, that there are a set £8C(1, +00) that has finite logarithmic measure
and a constant number Cι>0, such that for l-?|=r^[0, 1]WE3,

(2.9) \ b j ( z ) \ £ r c ι 0=0, -, 6-D

Λ0W. // an entire function g(z) solves the equation

(2.10) g<*>+bk_lg<*-ι>+ ... +bog=H,

then σ(g)<<χ>.

Proof. Assume that σ(^)=oo, μ(r) denotes the maximum term of the power
series of g(z), »g(r) denotes the centralindex of g(z). By Lemma 3, we know
that there is a set £2C(1, oo) that has infinite logarithmic measure such that
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/ c m ι \Og»g(r/2)(ώ.ll; hm —:—-r--^——oo.
-~2 log(r/2)

Since vs(r) is a step function in r, we can assume that ί, O'=0, 1, •••, 0=ί0<^ι
<ί2< •••) are discontinuous points of vg(r). As ίe(ί;, ί;+l), we have μ(t)= a V g ( t )
ίvβ( ί), where centralindex ι^(f)=w is fixed constant. Hence

μ'(f)=m\an\tn-l=μ ι>β(f)/t

holds for t^(tjt tj+ί). Since ^(ί) is a continuous function, we have for r>2

By Cauchy's inequality, it is easy to know that μ(r)^M(r, g). So,

(2.12) ^(r/2Hog2rglogM(r, g)-\ogμ(l).

For a given large a such that

(2.13) α>max{d, β} + k,

by (2.11), (2.12), we obtain

(2.14) v,(r)S

(2.15) M(r, ^)^

for reE2, r->oo, where C2, C3, C4 are positive constants.
From the Wίman-Valίron theory (see [β], [81, [9]) we have basic formulas

(2.16)

S άr
- <co.

E± T
By Lemma 1, we have

(2.17) |#(z)l^exp{r'+1'2}

for |^|=re[l, +00)-^, \ — <oo.
J-E^l T

Now, we take sufficiently large \z\ — r<=E2— (EιUE3{jE4\ \g(z)\—M(r, g),
logarithmic measure ^^-(E^E^UE^—oo. (2.10) and (2.16) give
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By (2.13H2.15), (2.17), we have

(2.19)

(2.20) ,0 (/=0, .», *-2)

hold for \z\=r<=E*-(El\jE^Ei), r-+°o. And (2.14), (2.19) and (2.20) give

HfΆ h.
(2.21)

On the other hand, by (2.14), we have

(2.22)

for re;£2, r-»c«. And (2.21) contradicts (2.22) by (2.18). Therefore σ(g)<<χ>.

LEMMA 7. Suppose that bk~j (/—I, •••, k) are rational functions having a
pole at oo of order n^ί^O, &ϊ^0, H(z)3Ή is a meromorphic function with o(H]
— β. If (1.1) has a meromorphic solution /, then

(a) 7/l+maxw s ί j kn*Vy<jβ<oo, then σ(f)=β.
(b) If β

Proof. We have σ(f)^β from (1.1). By (1.1) and fact that bk.3 (/=!, - , j f e )
have only finitely many poles, we know that if \z «<») is sufficiently large,
then either / and H are both analytic at z, or / has a pole at z of order W i
if and only if H has a pole at 2 of order mi+k. So,

(2.23)

From

n(r,

it follows that

(2.24)

and n(r,

λ(l/f)=λ(l/H).

Set f(z)=g(z)/(zm* u(zy)=g(z)/Uι(z), where m2 is a nonnegative integer,
is an entire function, M(Z) is a canonical product (or polynomial) formed with
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the nonzero poles {z3 : /=!, 2, •••} ( \ z j \ = r J 9 Q<r^r2^ •••) of /, Uι(z)=zm*u(z),
then λ(ul)=σ(uί)=λ(l/f)=Λ(l/H)^β.

Now we suppose that σ(f)=a>β. By f—g/ul and σ(ul)^β, we have
ff(£)=ff(/)=α. For any given ε (0<2ε<#— β), by Lemma 1, it follows that
there is a set £ιCI(l, +00) that has finite logarithmic measure, such that

(2.25) |l/WιU)|^exp{r^2}

holds for |z|=r£[0, l]UEι, r— oo. From (2.24), (2.25) and the fact that the
poles of / can only occur at poles of H except at most finitely many poles, it
follows that

(2.26)

holds for z =r^[0, l]U£ι, r-»oo. By f(z}=g(z)/u±(z\ we have for n=l,

/O 97\ _£ — » ι_ /M ,. ( Λ .o I .. I /^(n-1) . ιy ( \ ^ i Ί/ I
\Lι,Lil) ~ Γ^Ti »*1\ I ~Γ~ I ^ 71 **1\ I I W l V

/ 5" \ UΊ / g \Ul/ g \Uι

where C^ 0=1, •••, n) are the usual notation for the binomial coefficients. (2.27)
and (1.1) give

(2.28) J^+dk.1£^-+ - +d1^-+d0=-^^-
g 8 g g

where

(9 ?Q^ ^/ —CJ>\ii.Liij) Uk_j O £

By σ(uι)<ίβ and Lemma 6, there is a set £8C(1, oo) that has finite logarithmic
measure, such that for \z\= r<^[0, 1]U^3, for y=l, •••, &, we have

(2.30) |MιW(MΓ1U))ϋ ) ^r^^"1+β).

(a) Suppose 1+maxιs s* w*_<//y<j8<oo. Now we prove σ(f)=a>β fails.
From (2.30) and

(2.31) n*_,^/(]β-l) 0=1, -, *),

we have for z =r^[0, 1]WJ53, r->oo.

(2.32) |feΛ.g(^)M1(z)(MΓ^)y"β|^rn*-«+ϋ-«^-1+β)<H^-1+β> (q=l, -, ).

(2.29) and (2.32) give for |2|=r£[0, 1]U£8, r-oo

(2.33) |d*-X^)l=0(^^-1+ >) 0=1,-,*).

By Lemma 6 and (2.28), (2.33), we have σ(g)=a<oo. From Lemma 2 and
σ(g )<co, there is a set E2C(1, °°) that has infinite logarithmic measure such
that
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(2.34)

From the Wiman-Valiron theory, there is a set £4c:(l, °o) that has finite
logarithmic measure, such that for \z =r£E4, \g(z)\—M(r,g\ (2.16) holds.
By (2.34), we have

(2.35) M(r, £)2:exp{r«-£}

for \z\=r^E2-(E1\jE,UE^[_Q) 1]) and sufficiently large r. From (2.26),
(2.35) and | u^(z)\ ^exp{r^+ε}(|^| =r->oo), and /3-fε<α-ε, we get

(2.36)

for \z\ =

(2.37)

holds for |^| =r ̂  E 2- (E .\jE.\jEiU 10 f 1]),
ure of E2-(E1\JE^E4UIO) 1]),
(2.28), (2.33), (2.36), we obtain

(2.38)

0
M(r, g)

>, 1]), \g(z)\=M(r, g), r-*oo. By (2.34),

. Since the logarithmic meas-
, 1])] = °°, and by (2.16),

for Iz^reEa-^U^sU^uCO, 1]), |^U)|=M(r, )̂, r-oo. By (2.37), (2.38)
and 0<2ε<tf-β, for \z\=r^E2-(E1\jEt\jE4\JlOf 1"]\ \g(z)\=M(r, g\ r->oo,
it is easy to see that there is only one term (vg(r)/z)k(l+o(l)) with the degree
k(a—l) being the highest one among all terms of (2.38). This is impossible.
Therefore, σ(f)=β.

(b) Suppose that 0^1+maXιs^* nk_j/j. Now we prove
)=« fails. We set H-max^g* nk_j/j=m<a, then

(2.39) nn.^ Xm-l) 0=1, •-, ^) and ^^m.

By /3^m and (2.30), (2.39) we have for |z|=r£E8U[0, 1],

(2.40) IfrΛ-βWMiCzXMΓ1^))"^ I ̂ rn*-s+('-5)(^-1+ε>

(2.29) and (2.40) give for U|^

(2.41) \dk_j(z)\

, 1],

0=1,-,*).
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By Lemma 6 and (2.28), (2.41), we have <y(/)=α<oo. Using the same reasoning
as in (a), it is easy to know that (2.34)-(2.37) hold. Since
\j[0, l])] = oo and (2.16), (2.28), (2.36), (2.41), we have

(2.42)

for \z\=r^E2-(E1\jEs\jE4\JlOί 1]), \g(z)\=M(r, g), r-oo. From (2.37), (2.42)
and a>m, for \z\ =r^E2-(El\jE^\jE4\J[0> 1]), g(z)\=M(r, g\ r-*oo, it is
easy to see that there is only one term (ι^(r)/2)*(l+0(l)) with the degree
k(a—l) being the highest one among all terms of (2.42). This is impossible.
Therefore, β^

LEMMA 8. Suppose that β is a positive integer and β>l, Bk-3 0=1, •••, k)
are rational functions having a pole at oo of order nk-j= j(β—1~), £/^0 is a
meromorphic function with σ(U)<β. If the equation

(2.43) 3,<*) + β j f c_0,<*-ι>+ ... +B*y=U

has a meromorphic solution y, then σ(y)=β except at most one possible exceptional
meromorphic solution yQ with 0(yo)<β.

If y^O is a meromorphic solution of the equation

(2.44) y<*> + BJt_ly<*-» + ... +B0y=V

that is the corresponding homogeneous differential equation of (2.43), the σ(y)=β.

Proof. Set σ(y)=a, then a^σ(U)—d by (2.43). Now assume that σ(y)=
a>d. Set y(z)=g(z)/u1(z) where g(z\ Uι(z) are functions defined in the same
way as in Lemma 7. Using the same reasoning as in Lemma 7, we have

)^d and

(2.45) |ttι(z)l

And there is a set E4C(1, oo) has finite logarithmic measure such that (2.16)
holds for \z\ =r£[0, 1]W£4, \g(z)\=M(r, g). For any given ε (0<2ε<
min{α— d, β—d}\ there is a set EιC(l, +00) that has finite logarithmic
measure such that for |z|=r^EιW[0, 1]., r-»oo

(2.46) |ί/(z)|^exp{rd+ε}.

By Lemma 5 and the hypotheses, there is a set Esd(l, +00) that has finite
logarithmic measure such that for z\=rf[Q,

(2.47) IM^XMΓ1^))^!^^^"1*0 0=1,
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Substituting y=g/ul into (2.43), we get

rr(*) ^"1)
(2.48)

where

(2.49) D^^Ciiί^

Since (2.47), (2.49) and B*.χ^)=
1, •••, fe), and β>djrε, we have

(2.50) Dt^Ct-jz

0=1, -, k\
((C *_,=£() is constant) 0 =

0=1, •", fe)

for |z|=r££8U[0, 1], r-*oo.
By (2.48), (2.50) and Lemma 6, we know that σ(g)=a<oo. By Lemma 2,

there is a set £2C(1, +°°) that has infinite logarithmic measure, such that
(2.34) holds. Using the same reasoning as in Lemma 7, we have

(2.51)

for z =
(2.51), and (2.16), we get

(2.52)

M(r,

\g(z}\=M(ry g\ r-^oo. By (2.48), (2.50),

... +

for ^ =rejBa-([0,
have

(2.53)

\g(z)\=M(r, g), r By (2.34), we

for |2:|=re£;2-([0, l^E.UE.UE,}, \g(z)\=M(r, g\ r-oo. By (2.53) and ε
arbitrarily small, we see that the degrees of all terms of the left of (2.52) are
respectively

fe(α-l), (fe-Λ(α-l)+/(j8-l) 0=1, -, «•

From the Wiman-Valiron theory, we get α— β, i.e. σ(y)—σ(g)~β.
Using the same manner as above, we can prove that if y(z)^Q is a mero-

morphic solution of (2.44), then <r(y)=β.
If yQ and 3Ί (y^y*) are both meromorphic solutions of (2.43) with σ(yj)<β

0=0, 1), then σ(yl—yQ)<β. But j^— ̂ 0^0 is a meromorphic solution of (2.44),
we have σ(yl —y0)=β by the proof given above. Therefore, (2.43) has at most
one exceptional meromorphic solution y0 with 0(y0)<β.
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LEMMA 9. Suppose that bk-3 0—1, •••, k) are rational functions having a
pole at oo of order nk-j^Q, k^l, H(z) ^s a meromorphic function, σ(H)=β<<χ>.
If f is a meromorphic solution of (1.1), then

(2.54) max {λ(f\ λ(l/f)\ ^max (λ(H), λ(l/H)} .

Proof. Set f=g/uίf where g and ul are functions defined in the same way
as in Lemma 7. Using the same method as in the proof of Lemma 7, we know
that (2.28), (2.33) hold. By Lemma 6, we have σ(g)<oo, hence <τ(/)<oo.

Using the same reasoning as in Lemma 7 of [3] we can prove (2.54) holds.

LEMMA 10 (see [3]). Suppose that bk_3 0 — 1, •••, k) are rational functions,
//^O is a meromorphic function with σ(H)<<χ>. If f is a meromorphic solution
of (1.1) such that σ(H)<σ(f )<<*>, then ϊ(f)=λ(f)=a(f).

3. Proof of Theorem 1

(a) By Lemma 7, we have σ(f)=β.
(b) By (2.23) and (2.24) in proof of Lemma 7, we have J(l//)=J(l/#),

λ(l/f)=λ(l/H). If λ(H)>λ(l/H\ we have λ(f)^λ(H) by Lemma 9.
(c) If β>max{λ(H), λ(l/H)}, then set H=Uep, where U=z'(v1/vt) (s is an

integer), vl and vz are canonical products (or polynomials) formed respectively
with the nonzero zeros and nonzero poles of H, σ(U)=max{λ(H), λ(l/H)\<β,
p is a polynomial with άegp—β.

Now set f=gep, then f(z) and g(z) have the same zeros and poles. From

{ g(m,

where m— 2, 3, ••-, k, Hj^(pf) are differential polynomials in p' and its deriva-
tives of total degree /—I with constant coefficients. It is easy to see that the
derivatives of H3^(p') as to z are of the same form HJ_l(pf}. Substituting
f=gep, H=Uep into (1.1), we have by (3.1)

(3.2)

where

(3.3)
-,+ι/>'+ Σ 6*-,+»Cf-,+n(i')n+^»-i(i')

n=2

0-2, . - . , k, bk=l)

Since β>l-\-max^^knk_j/j) the degree /(/3-1) of the term bkCi(py=Cί(py
( n = j ) is the highest one in the first equality of (3.3). Hence Bk-j 0'=2, •••, k)
must have a pole at oo of order j(β—l). By degp'=β~-Ί>nk-ι, the rational
function Bk-\ has a pole at oo of order l (/3—1). By Lemma 8, we see that all
meromorphic solutions of (3.2) satisfy o(g)—β except at most one possible
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exceptional meromorphic solution gQ with σ(gϋ)<β. If σ(go)<β, then λ(gQ)<β.
If σ(g)=β, by σ(U)<β and Lemma 10, we have λ(g)=λ(g)=σ(g)=β. Therefore,
all meromorphic solutions f=gep of (1.1) satisfy I(/)=Λ(/)=ff(/)=β except at
most one possible one fo=goep satisfying λ(f0)<β.

4. Proof of Theorem 2

(a) By Lemma 7, we have β^ff(/)^ 1+maxι<^k nk_j/j.
(b) Using the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1 (b), we have (b).
(c) If σ(f)>σ(H\ then by Lemma 10, we have λ(f)=λ(f)=σ(f).
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